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Stainless Steel Pig Creep Feeder 

 

You Are Welcomed To Come To Our Factory To 

Buy The Latest Selling, Low Price, And 

High-Quality Cason® Stainless Steel Pig Creep 

Feeder. Stainless Steel Pig Creep Feeder Is Easy 

To Clean And Install And Last Forever. Stainless 

Steel Pig Creep Feeder Is Mainly Used In 

Farrowing Crate To Supply Feed For The Piglet, To 

Avoid Food Lacking Caused By The Insufficieat 

Milk From Big Pig. 

 

 

Product Description 

You can rest assured to buy Cason® Stainless Steel Pig Creep Feeder from our factory 

and we will offer you the best after-sale service and timely delivery. Products and services 

are the life of an enterprise. We have always attached great importance to product quality 

and after-sales tracking services. 

 

China Cason® Stainless Steel Pig Creep Feeder Manufacturers and Suppliers with 

the Best Price Called casonmetalproduct 

 

Cason® Stainless steel pig creep feeder is high quality pig drinker water bowl. It is 

application for un-weaned piglet complementary feed. Could fix to create avoid turned 

over.All we do is always involved with our tenet " Consumer initial, Trust first, devoting 

within the food stuff packaging and environmental defense for Wholesale Price China Pig 

Farm Equipment Stainless Creep Feeder for Piglet, We warmly welcome clients, 

enterprise associations and mates from all over the globe to speak to us and find 

cooperation for mutual rewards. Wholesale Price China Pig Feeder, Piglet Feeder, With 

the best technological support, we've tailored our website for the best user experience 

and kept in mind your ease of shopping. we ensure that the best reaches you at your 

doorstep, in the shortest possible time and with the help of our efficient logistical partners 

i.e DHL and UPS. We promise quality, living by the motto of promising only what we can 

deliver.All we do is always involved with our tenet " Consumer initial, Trust first, devoting 

within the food stuff packaging and environmental defense for Wholesale Price China Pig 

Farm Equipment Stainless Creep Feeder for Piglet, We warmly welcome clients, 

enterprise associations and mates from all over the globe to speak to us and find 

cooperation for mutual rewards. Wholesale Price China Pig Feeder, Piglet Feeder, With 

the best technological support, we've tailored our website for the best user experience 

and kept in mind your ease of shopping. we ensure that the best reaches you at your 

doorstep, in the shortest possible time and with the help of our efficient logistical partners 

i.e DHL and UPS. We promise quality, living by the motto of promising only what we can 
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deliver. 

 

Cason® Stainless Steel Pig Creep Feeder is made of ss304, it is mainly used in farrowing 

crate to supply feed for the piglet, to avoid food lacking caused by the insufficieat milk 

from big pig. 

 

Stainless Steel Pig Creep Feeder Parameter (Specification)  

Size : Three size available Could fill 2.8kg feed 

Packing way Pallet& box 
 

material Ss304 , 1.2- 1.3mm thickness 

warranty 2 years 
 

 

Product Feature And Application  

The Stainless Steel Pig Creep Feeder used ss304 material, not rust  

Push and turn bottom for any slotted flooring 

Stainless Steel Pig Creep Feeder is easy to clean and install and last forever 

Be used for feed and drink 

Zinc or plastic handle is available 

 

Product Details  

 

These pictures can better help you understand Stainless Steel Pig Creep Feeder. 

 

Product Qualification  
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Deliver,Shipping And Serving  

The leadtime of Stainless Steel Pig Creep Feeder is 18days upon got your order. 

Payment: we could discuss together 

The shipping way: ocean & air 

 

FAQ  

1.Q:How far is your factory from the airport? 

A:It will take 15 minutes from our company to Airport and take one half houre from our 

company to seaport. 

 

2.Q:Do you provide sample, such us Stainless Steel Pig Creep Feeder? Free or charge? 

A:we offer one pcs sample for free. 

 

3.Q:What is your MOQ? 

A:Our MOQ is 10 pcs. 

 

4.Q:Are you a trading company or a manufacturer? 
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A:We are Stainless Steel Pig Creep Feeder manufacturer. 

 

5.Q:How long is your delivery time? 

A:Our lead time is one month. 

 

 

 


